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Charlie Humphrey Out At Filmmakers
Pete Mendes has been named interim director of Pittsburgh
Filmmakers/Pittsburgh Center
for the Arts (PF/PCA) after the
resignation of long-time leader
Charlie Humphrey.

itself is a major organization
formed in 1945. The latter’s distinguished alumni include pioneering artist Keith Haring. At a
December 4 meeting, the board
received a statement from a majority of staff members expressing
a lack of confidence in Humphrey’s leadership.
Humphrey resigned on
December 8.

Established in 1971, Pittsburgh
Filmmakers is one of the oldest
and largest media arts centers in
the United States. In 2006, it
merged with the legendary Pittsburgh Center for the Arts, which
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The organization had massive
layoffs last summer. (Pittsburgh
Applause covered the organization’s containing financial issues
with a cover story in our July
2015 edition, which you can read
by clicking http://
www.pittsburghapplause.com/
pittsburghapplausejuly2015.pdf)

“We all agreed that PF/PCA is an
organization that really does serve
the community and it’s worth
having the organization around.
We all need to do what we can to
make it work,” PC/PCA board
chairman Doug Gouge told the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette’s
Marylynne Pitz during a telephone interview.
In a separate article, Pitz reports
that PC/PCA saw a major drop in
revenue after Point Park University opened its own film production program in 2012. Until then,
it was sending students to Pittsburgh Filmmakers. The organization is currently experiencing a $1
million deficit.
See the editorial on page 14.

PGH Scores @ Grammys
Pittsburgh’s own hip-hop Cameron “Wiz Khalifa” Thomaz joins
the list of nominees that include
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra (PSO) for a Grammy.
The Grammy Award (originally
called the Gramophone Award)
has been presented annually since
1959 by the National Academy
of Recording Arts & Sciences to
recognize outstanding achievement in the music industry.
Wiz has be nominated jointly with
singer/songwriter Charlie Puth for
best Pop Duo Performance, Song
of the Year and Best Song Written for Visual Media for the song
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“See You Again” on the soundtrack for the film “Furious 7.”
This is the fifth year in a row the
hip-artist has been up for one or
more of the music industry’s top
honors (although he hasn’t won
yet).
The PSO has been nominated for
their recording of a symphony
written by Austrian composer
Anton Bruckner (1824-1896).
See the complete list of nominees
at http://www.grammy.com/
nominees The major awards will
be presented on February 15.
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Carnegie Museum Returns Fossil To China
Marking an important moment in
international relations, the Carnegie Museum of Natural History
has returned a microraptor fossil
to China.

The Carnegie Museum of Natural
History is one of the four Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh.
The microraptor was a small, four
-winged dinosaur that existed
some 125 million years ago. It is
considered a key link between
dinosaurs and birds. The fossil
involved was from the Liaoning
Province of China. It’s one of 22
objects that were sold on the antiquities black market and ended
up at various museums.
A ceremony organized by the US
Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE) in Washington on

December 10 formally returned
the items to the Chinese government. The Carnegie’s Eric
Dorfman was among the dignitaries attending. Immediately afterward, Dorfman and the Zhang
Zhijun of the Geological Museum of China announced that
the microraptor fossil will be
loaned back to the Carnegie Museum to be part of a future exhibit
focusing on the illegal trade of
natural history artifacts.
The discovery of the fossil’s true
provenance came out of ICE investigations of Eric Prokopi, a
self-proclaimed “commercial paleontologist” and art dealer Francois B. Lorin. False documents
were created to convince both US
Customs and the institutions buying the artifacts that they originated in Florida and were being
returned to America after appear-

ing at a Hong Kong show. Prokopi pleaded guilty, was fined
and served jail time. Lorin was
sentenced to three years of probation and also fined.

Local Firm
Markets Car
Karaoke
Device
Pittsburgh-based firm InventHelp
is marketing a new entertainment
invention created by an unnamed
man in Texas.

Keaton’s SAG Nomination
One of Pittsburgh’s favorite sons,
Michael Keaton, is among the
nominees for this year’s Screen
Actors Guild Awards.

The awards are presented annually by SAG-AFTRA, a union
representing over 160,000 television, film, radio and online performers formed in 2012 through a
merger between the Screen Actors
Guild (SAG) and the American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists (AFTRA). The union has
hundreds of members in the Pittsburgh area and maintains a full-

time office in downtown Pittsburgh. The awards were first presented in 1995 to recognize outstanding performances.
Keaton is among those being
nominated for “Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion
Picture.” That film is the critically
acclaimed “Spotlight,” which
recounts how the Boston Globe
newspaper investigated allegations of child sexual abuse in the
Roman Catholic Church.
The ceremony will be telecast on
January 30 and the full list of
nominees is available at http://
www.sagaftra.org/nominationsannounced-22nd-annual-screenactors-guild-awards-0
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Founded in 1984, provides varies
levels of assistants to product
inventors and developers best
known for its annual invention
show called INPEX.
The invention is Karaoke on
Wheels, which brings “the enjoyment of karaoke into a vehicle,”
according to a press release,
which adds that “the product
avoids boredom, alleviates stress
and promotes happiness.”
A prototype has been built and the
patent is pending. InventHelp is
marketing the licensing of the
Karaoke on Wheels to manufacturers.
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Carnegie Museums Gets Two Huge Grants
Nearly three-quarters of a million
dollars in grants have been
awarded to two components of the
Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh.

The Carnegie Museum of Art has
received a 350,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities to support the second
phase of its pioneering project to
bring art provenance into the 21st
century.
That project --- with the very long
name Art Tracks: Standardizing
Digital Provenance Documentation for Cultural Objects. --- has
the goal of developing software
that will structure digital prove-

nance records (i.e., the history of
ownership) in keeping with recognized museum standards. Art
Tracks will enable institutions to
use and share data for exhibitions,
records, study and preservation.
The Spencer Foundation has
awarded a 399,000 grant to a joint
project of the Carnegie Museum
of Natural History and the University of Pittsburgh.
Established in 1962 by sociologist
and entrepreneur Lyle M. Spencer
(1911-1968), the foundation supports high-quality investigation of
education through research and
educational projects. The grant
will expand the Center for Learning in Out-of-School Environment
efforts to bring museum resources
to the public in informal learning

environments and develop new
nature-based learning opportunities.
“This grant plays quite nicely into
our overarching goal of partnering
with the university, community,
and schools to further the museums ongoing conservation programs,” said the Carnegie’s Eric
Dorfman, in a press release.
“From the museum’s perspective,
we embrace our role as catalyst
for the greater community around
a shared passion of nature and
science.”

Schomich Named PSO COO
Christian Schornich has been
named the new chief operating
officer for the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.

Founded in 1895, the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra is considered one of the world’s leading
symphonies.
For the last decade Schornich has
been working for the United Nations in a variety of roles. He
holds degrees in public administration and diplomacy.

“Christian Schörnich brings incredible management expertise to
the Pittsburgh Symphony. His
strengths in finance, business
operations, negotiations, and
change management align with
my priorities for the role and my
vision for the growth of the Pittsburgh Symphony. I am delighted
that he will be joining us,” said
Melia Tourangeau, President and
CEO of the Pittsburgh Symphony, in a press release.
Schornich currently lives in Mt.
Lebnanon with his wife, violinist
Eva Burmeister and their two
sons. He starts his new position
this month.
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New Public Art Project
A submission call has been issued
by the Pittsburgh Cultural
Trust for an upcoming public art
project.

Founded in 1984, the Pittsburgh
Cultural Trust is a non-profit arts
organization whose mission is the
cultural and economic revitalization of a 14-block arts and entertainment/residential neighborhood
called the Cultural District.
The Trust is the lead partner in
developing a public art project
that promotes building vocabulary
for young children by engaging
families and the community at
large in the process. With a

budget of $35,000, the result will
be installed this fall at the Homewood branch of the Carnegie
Library of Pittsburgh.
Partners include Buzzword Pittsburgh, an effort of the PNC Bank
Foundation to help young children to succeed in school and in
life and the Office of Public Art, a
component of the Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council.
The deadline is January 14. More
information is available at http://
www.pittsburghartscouncil.org/
public-art
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Noted Pittsburgh Playwright Dies
One of the most accomplished
members of the Point Park University family has died, reports
Carmel Dagan in Variety.

A successful actor and writer for
stage and screen, Thom Thomas
was born in 1935 in rural Washington County. He later attended
Carnegie-Mellon University and
became a faculty member at what
was Point Park College in 1967.
He died on December 2 in Los
Angeles at the age of 80. He is
survived by his husband, John
Purins.

Thomas’s first major play was
“The Interview,” which made its
debut at the Pittsburgh Playhouse
in 1976 under the direction of
actor Jose Ferrer. It later went on
to a successful Off-Broadway
run.
One of Thomas’ college classmates was pioneering writer/
producer Steven Bochco, who
hired him to write for his acclaimed television series “Hill
Street Blues.” He also scripted

Images

episodes for “Hotel” and “Tales
of the Gold Monkey.”
Thomas’ most recent project was
a musical adaptation of author Iris
Rainer Dart’s novel Beaches and
its 1988 film as well as a screenplay adaptation of the novel Vanished by award winning author
Mary McGarry Morris.
Learn more about Thom Thomas
at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Thom_Thomas
Celebrate Pittsburgh’s
arts & entertainment

CBS Layoffs
Layoffs at two local CBS-owned
radio stations have been report by
Maria Sciullo in the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette.

CBS Corporation owns two television and three radio stations in
Pittsburgh, most notably KDKA.
Among those being laid-off are
WBZZ’s Michael Flick and
WDSY’s Brian “Monty” Montgomery. Read her full article at
http://www.post-gazette.com/ae/
tv-radio/2015/12/22/CBS-Locallays-of-some-staffers/
stories/201512220040

Time is eternal — and now a place to park your bike. This sculpture located outside a downtown restaurant is actually one of many bike racks commissioned by
the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust.
To have an image considered contact Jim Richards at jim@james-richards.com
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Trust Sells Historic Site
An historic train station in rural
Westmoreland County has been
sold to a provide investment
group, the Westmoreland Cultural Trust has announced.
The Westmoreland Cultural Trust
is a nonprofit organization committed to stimulating cultural and
economic development in the
Westmoreland County region; to
promoting the performing arts;
and to preserve and enhance the
region’s assets for the benefit of
the community
The Trust took ownership of the
abandoned 1911 train station in
1993 (it’s been on the National

Register of Historic Places since
1977) and launched a renovation
that restored the exterior while
making the interior flexible for
commercial use. It’s currently the
home of various offices and a
restaurant called The Supper Club
and operates under the name PNC
Station at Greensburg.
Purchasing the station is a
Greensburg investment group
headed by local businessman Kirk
Kim. In a press release, Kim announced intentions to manage the
property with respect, calling it “a
wonderful example of a proactive
and profit generating historic
preservation.”

Pittsburgh Sports Fans Love
Their Online Sports
A new study reveals that Pittsburgh’s famously passionate
sports fans are especially passionate, reports Felicia Greiff on MediaPost.com.
The study was conducted by
Ooyala, a video technology products and services company
founded in 2007. It found that
fans in Pittsburgh and Green Bay,
Wisconsin, each spend about 69%
of their online video time watching all kinds of sports.

He added that data helps dictate
when and where it’s most profitable to post premium sports content online to maximize viewership and therefore boost ad revenue.”
The report also shows that New
York City ranks at the top in
terms of total online video plays.

QED
Launches
Writing
Contest
Area children are invited to submit original stories to this year’s
annual PBS Kids Writers Contest.
Financed by
EQT Foundation and a project of Pittsburgh’s WQED
Multimedia,
the contest is
designed to
promote the
advancement of children’s literacy skills through hands-on, active learning.
Between January 5 and March 31,
children in Pennsylvania (along
with those in parts of West Virginia and New Jersey) are encouraged to submit their entries to
www.writeonkids.org
To learn more, read the complete
press release at http://wqed.org/
pressroom/releases/wqedannounces-annual-pbs-kidswriters-contest/

Greiff writes: “Ooyala’s principal
analyst Jim O’Neill said in an
email that knowing how audiences engage with videos is critical to publishers looking to
monetize content in an ecosystem,
especially sports, where the audiences and opportunity are huge.
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SAT
23

WED
6
The famous
Yellow
Brick Road
stops at Heinz Hall with a wonderful
stage version of the classic movie
“The Wizard of Oz.”

THU
7

Is there anything in this
world funnier than sex
and love? Find out
first-hand at
the O’Reilly
Theater tonight!

City Theatre
hosts the
world debut of the play “Some
Brighter Distance,” the troubling and
compelling tale of World War II, the
development of technology and the
worst of humanity.

SAT
16
The beauty of orchids and bonsai
trees return to the Phipps Conservatory & Botanical Gardens.
The Boss himself —the great Bruce Springsteen —- takes
command of
the Consol Energy
Center stage.

SAT
16

FRI
8
Join the “Sesame
Street” gang at
the Benedum
Center for some family-friendly fun.

FRI
15
He’s young,
he’s cute and
he’s at Heinz
Hall. Enjoy
noted violinist Tim Fain as he performs with the Pittsburgh Orchestra.

MON
18
Mark the accomplishments
and inspiration
of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
with a day of events at the KellyStrayhorn Theater.
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THU
28

The O’Reilly Theater
is the location for sin
and scandal with this
criminally good
musical comedy.

SAT
30

Soaring over and
around the Carnegie
Museum of Natural
History are those
ancient creatures
known as pterosaurs.
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National/World A&E News Round-Up

Egyptian Regime Cracks Down On Artists
The military regime running
Egypt is shutting down arts venues and other institutions, reports
Kareem Fahim and Amina Ismail
in the New York Times.
As 2015 reached its close, authorities has shut down a globally
respected art gallery and raided
and publishing house in what is
seen as a clampdown on free
speech.
On December 28, the papers and
computers of the Townhouse
Gallery and its associated Rawabet Theater were seized by government agents who then suspended their activities. The following day, the publishing house
Merit was raided and key equipment taken.
The government’s concern, according to the article, is for protests that are likely to occur on the
fifth anniversary in February of
former president Hosni Mubarak’s overthrow. “The closing of
the Townhouse Gallery,” says the
article “was seen by curators, artists and free-speech advocates as
an especially worrying loss.” The
gallery/theater has long been considered vital anchors to Cairo’s
cultural scene.
In an article posted to TheArtNewspaper.com, reporter Gareth
Harris quotes Shiva Balaghi, a
visiting scholar from Brown University: “Townhouse matters. It is
a truly independent art space in
Cairo with deep outreach to the
local community through workshops, seminars, exhibitions and
an art library. The raid and its
closure is alarming, signaling a
broader closure of political freedoms in Egypt.”

From Cool Dad to
Charged Dud
During the 1980s he was known
as America’ favorite television
father. But on December 30, he
was arrested and charged with
sexual assault.
Cosby’s career began in 1961 at
San Francisco’s famous comedy
club The Hungry I. He then went
on to a successful career that including stand-up, various TV
shows (starting with “I Spy”),
commercials and books becoming
a symbol of the contemporary
American family.
But rumors also persisted over
these nearly six decades about
Cosby using drugs to facilitate his
fondling or even sexually assaulting women. The allegations starting becoming public in the early
2000s. At least fifty women
(including former model Janice
Dickinson) have since come forward claiming to be his victims.
Among these is former college
basketball player Andrea Constand who accused Cosby of an
incident in 2004 that led to a lawsuit and an out-of-court settlement. But when the comedian’s
deposition in that case was unsealed by the courts, it provided
the state with the evidence needed
to file charges.
At the December 30 arraignment,
Cosby was forced to give up his
passport and was released on $1
million in bail.

Hyper-Speed, Indeed
The newest installment of the
“Star Wars” film series is on track
to beat various attendance records, reports Pamela McClintock
and Mia Galuppo in The Hollywood Reporter.
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Directed by J.J. Abrams, the film
earned nearly $700 million dollars
in ticket sales during its first few
days of release.
“The Force Awakens” was also
the first film since the original
three (released between 1977 and
1983) to be almost universally
praised by both fans and critics.

In Passing
Three deaths have saddened the
creative world.
Born in 1950 to legendary singer
Nat “King” Cole (1919-1965) and
his second wife, singer Maria
Hawkins Ellington (1922-2012),
the beautiful and talented Natalie
Cole went on to become a distinguished performer in her own
right. Her career spanned nearly
sixty years (she started at age 6),
sold millions of records and won
multiple Grammy Awards between 1976 and 2009.
Wayne Rogers was born in 1933
and largely grew up in rural Bell
Buckle, Tennessee (current population about 500). He later attended Princeton University and
served in the US Navy. Rogers
turned to acting in 1959 on the
daytime soap “Search for Tomorrow”. He later became famous for
co-starring in “M*A*S*H” but
left after three seasons. Although
he continued to act sporadically,
Rogers pursued a successful career in stock and real estate investing.
Abstract painter and sculptor Ellsworth Kelly was born in 1923 in
the small city of Newburgh within
driving distance of New York’s
capital, Albany. He embraced the
minimalist school of art and was
known for his simplicity of form
and hard-edge painting.
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TRCF Grant Opportunity
Grant making opportunities for
2016 have been announced by the
Three Rivers Community Foundation.
Founded by a group of community activists in 1989, the Three
Rivers Community Foundation
(TRCF) advances social change
through grant making, advocacy,
and capacity development for
grassroots and other organizations

TRCF is now accepting letters of
inquiry regarding grants for grassroots organizations with budgets
under 250,000. Grants of up to
$4,000 for organizations and their
programs that promote
“progressive social change” are
available. More information can
be found by visiting http://
threeriverscommunity.org/
The deadline is Friday, January
29 at 6:00 p.m.

Get Ready For It!

THE APPLAUSE PUZZLE
“Born on January 1”
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ACROSS
1. Early American princess {1595}
8. 1942 movie: “My ___ Sal”
11.. Beverage the Brits drink by
the 29-Down
12. Paddle
13. Ms. Abzug, to pals
14. He played Dracula in the 1970s
(with 10-Down) {1938}
16. Current president of Mexico (Init.)
17. Almost like .inc
20. British playwright murdered by his
boyfriend {1933}
21. 1964 film: ___about”
23. Failed addition to the US
constitution, informally
24. He’s best known as Mini Me
{1969}
26. Foot digit
27. Star of TV’s “Rosewood”\
(with 42-Across) {1969}
28. 2007-08 Japanese TV show
30. It replaced the LP
32. Nine to Caesar
34. Model ex-wife of Tiger
(with 25-Down) {1980}
36. Ms. Turner, to pals
39. They played the video to 31-Down
40. Siskel’s critical pal
42. See XX-Across

45. It’s below your lower lip
46. He wrote Catcher in the Rye {1919}

DOWN
1. Dude famous for his Midnight ride
{1735}
2.State south of OR
3.Popular TV alien
4.Towel next to His
5.Bad things
6. Saying: “____ the cleaners”
7. State north of LA
8. L.A. Clipper {1986}
9. European mountain
10. See XX-Across
13. Colonial seamstress {1752}
15. Racer Foyt, to pals
18. Traditional tale
19. Valencia town, in brief
22. Joyce Kilmer’s favorite green
25. See 34-Across
29. Less than a quart
31. Madonna song: “Papa Don’t ___”
33. Mr. Cugart, to pals {1900}
35. Eternal
37. Amid
38. It comes after alpha
41. Common public transit vehicle
43. State far, far to the west of 2-Down
44. CNN anchor Holmes, to pals
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Pittsburgh Applause Editorial

PF/PCA: A Tough Year Past & Forward
By James A. Richards
A tumultuous year at Pittsburgh
Filmmakers/Pittsburgh Center for
the Arts (PF/PCA) came to a crescendo in December with the sudden departure of Charlie Humphrey.
Even though each of the combined entities pre-dates him (PCA
was founded in 1945 and PF in
1971; the two merged in 2006),
Humphrey has become synonymous with Pittsburgh Filmmakers. His departure is a noteworthy
turn of the page in the long running saga of Pittsburgh’s arts and
entertainment community/
industry.
In my October editorial (http://
www.pittsburghapplause.com/
pittsburghapplauseoctober2015.pdf), I spoke of the need

for organizations --- including PF/
PCA --- to develop more earned
revenue sources. Too many arts
nonprofits are relying too much
on donations and grants.
The PCA’s financial issues are
what eventually led to the 2006
merger. Now, according to at least
one newspaper article, the loss of
Point Park students may have
pushed the merged PF/PCA into
the red.

manent successor (no easy task).
And it needs to review and modify the organization’s business
model to focus on how their facilities and other resources can
generate more revenue. What
those specifics are, few on the
outside (including myself) can
identify. But the future of PC/
PCA depends on it --- as does so
many other organizations.

Budget cuts (including layoffs)
have become the first move of
any financially troubled entity.
But that’s a short-term, onedimensional approach. Moreover,
they often hurt an organization’s
ability to fulfill its mission.
The board of PC/PCA has multiple big jobs ahead of it. First, it
needs to find a capable and per-

Join the Pittsburgh Applause group on
www.linkedin.com.
As a member of this group, you’ll be
better able to connect with your A&E
peers in Pittsburgh!
Membership is free, but you must have
a Linkedin profile to participate.
www.pittsburghapplause.com
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Keep the Applause Coming
Everyone in our line of work loves receiving applause, but to keep Pittsburgh
Applause coming your way, its important to support the newsletter through
ad buys and monetary gifts to Jim Richards.
Full-page (8” wide x 10” high): $100
Half-page (8” wide x 5” high): $75
All ads need to be built-to-size and provided in a low-res JPG file format. All ads
must be pre-paid with the check made payable to the Pittsburgh A&E Group.
For more information, contact Jim at jim@james-richards.com

www.james-richards.com
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